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We are currently performing maintenance on the CAS website. You can continue to browse the site but will be unable to register or login.

We’ll be fully up and running again soon
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 The community for computing teachers

Sharing resources, encouraging discussions, connecting through events and reporting on news and views from across our diverse community
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Featured
Thematic Communities surpasses a milestone


Exciting News! 

CAS has just hit a major milestone - we now have over 1000 members that have joined at least one of our fantastic Thematic Communities! Thank you to everyone who has joined and contributed to our thriving community.

You can join in on the conversation, share best practices and book onto insightful events that cover a range of topics from AI, Physical Computing and both Primary and Secondary phases of education!

Here's to many more milestones and continued growth together!



Join the Communities here
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Upcoming Thematic Community events


















CAS Secondary - Mission Encodeable's free programming resources
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This session offers a unique opportunity to hear from two A-level computer science students. Anna Wake and Harry Wake from Mission Encodeable will be discussing their views and insights on how we can make learning to code more engaging for young people.

Event starts 17th April @ 4pm





Click here to register










CAS Interactive 3D - Getting started in Unreal Editor for Fortnite
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Explore our new enrichment resources that will support your learners with getting started in Unreal Editor for Fortnite. In the enrichment sessions, learners can design their own 3D world and personalise it with their own objects, they can then make a fun collectable game.

Event starts 18th April @ 4pm







Click here to register










CAS AI - Dilemmas and opportunities in using AI
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In this session, Carl Simmons will explore some of the dilemmas and opportunities inherent in the use of AI in education. Come along and explore ever-present assessment challenges, the wild world of AI image generation and how using AI as a virtual programming examiner could free up teacher time.

Event starts 23rd April @ 4pm





Click here to register



















Barefoot's involvement in the Great Computing Share 2024

The Team at Barefoot have created bespoke resources to be shared as part of the Great Computing Share 2024. In this years' celebration, pupils will be encouraged to develop awareness about how specific technology produces different carbon dioxide and discuss how their findings inform them about the impact of greenhouse gases on the environment.
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Event
17 Apr 2024

Mission Encodeable's free programming resources

See more  about Mission Encodeable's free programming resources
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Event
18 Apr 2024

Getting started in Unreal Editor for Fortnite

See more  about Getting started in Unreal Editor for Fortnite
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Event
23 Apr 2024

Dilemmas and opportunities in using AI

See more  about Dilemmas and opportunities in using AI
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Event
29 Apr 2024

AI to enhance assessment and integrity

See more  about AI to enhance assessment and integrity
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Event
30 Apr 2024

DataFace Competition - Find out more

See more  about DataFace Competition - Find out more
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Article

Fast-track your vision for Computing with TEALS
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Peter Marshman




Blog

Using AI as a teacher - AI TC Meeting
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Becci Peters




Blog

Great Science Share for Schools 2024
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Blog

Micro:bit Playground Survey - Physical Computing TC Meeting
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Becci Peters




Article

NEW: Resource Collection tool
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Article

Call for major shake-up to 11-16 education to improve digital skills
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Victoria Temple




Article

Safer Internet Day - Teaching online safety is an integral part of education
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Latest Online Discussions

















Forum

Welcome to Computing at School's Online Discussions
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szaman




Forum

Where do we set up our communities of Practice?
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pddring




Forum

New Resource: AI CPD Framework for Teachers (2024-03-28)
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Forum

New Resource: AQA Computer Science A level Preparation for 2024 paper 1 (2024-03-31)
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Forum

Bham Uni Survey: Public Engagement in Computing / ICT
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Forum

A digital 95 thesis
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Forum

Working Group: CAS Physical Computing WG
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Forum

Thematic Community: CAS AI Community
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Forum

Community: CAS Southampton
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Forum

AI CPD Framework
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Forum

Google Classroom videos
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Forum

Seesaw for evidencing work videos
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Forum

Working Group: CAS Interactive 3D community
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Forum

Thematic Community: Vocational Qualifications
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Forum

Working Group: CAS Primary Working Group
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mbronowicka




Forum

Thematic Community: CAS Secondary Community
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Forum

Community: CAS Secondary HODs
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Forum

Kitronik robot for Pico
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Forum

Digital badges & free resources
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Forum

TEALS - Weekly support for computing classes with industry volunteers
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Forum

Discuss: Algorithm challenges (Pseudocode, flowcharts and Python) (2023-07-06)
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Forum

Can you help us to understand the impact of AI education in secondary schools
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JamesSpencer




Forum

Why students dropout?
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JamesSpencer




Forum

DSIT CyberEPQ Engagement and Barriers Survey
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Forum

New research project focusing on physical computing
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Forum

Chat online with computer scientists (I'm A Scientist + NCCE)
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Forum

Free online event for schools - chat with computer scientists (I'm A Scientist + NCCE)
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Forum

Opportunity to take part in research project on physical computing
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Forum

Community: CAS Northampton Primary
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Forum

Regular Languages
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Sign up for our newsletter


Sign up to our monthly CAS newsletter to hear the latest news from across the community. Stay updated and access the latest resources, events and discussions.

Not a CAS member yet? Sign up here and opt-in

Already a CAS member? Login and update your notification preferences
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